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The art world will learn to love the blockchain.
BY SEBASTIAN SMEE
Ever since a digital collage by Mike Winkelmann, a.k.a. Beeple — who was virtually
unknown to art insiders before 2021 — sold at auction for $69.3 million, talk about
NFTs, or non-fungible tokens, has permeated every aspect of the art world. The big
question hovering over 2022 will be: Are NFTs a passing fad, or will they change art
forever?
NFTs are not the new photography. That’s to say, they’re not so much a new artistic
medium as a financial instrument. Think of them as a digital certificate of authenticity
that exists on a decentralized ledger — a ledger that anyone can see and that cannot
be tampered with.
Above all, these virtual commodities create a notional scarcity. Digital artists, whose
work exists as easily copied computer files, can now point to a single version of their
work as the “authentic” one, creating an asset that can more easily be monetized.
But NFTs can be minted from physical works, too. In fact, the British Museum, the Uffizi
and the State Hermitage in St. Petersburg are among the museums that have minted
NFTs from works in their collections by Monet, Van Gogh and Leonardo da Vinci.
Obviously, if you buy these NFTs, you’re not buying the physical work. You’re buying a
unique digital collectible that can be traded as such.
There is no doubt that the hype around NFTs has attracted a new class of wealthy
collectors and entrepreneurs — “crypto bros” — who are willing to throw their money
around.
Of course, the cryptocurrency folks are playing a bigger, longer game. But in the
process, they are doing their best to shake up the art world. They’re not just creating
new ways of doing business and forcing tough questions about the opaque and often
convoluted workings of the art market. They’re also bringing attention to new artists.
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READ THE TEXT AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

no.1

How did the NFTs come to be?

no.2

What are the NFTs?

no.3

Can the NFTs be changed in any way?

no.4

Is it possible to verify the original versions of NFTs?

no.5

Can NFTs be created from existing art pieces?

no.6

What can you do with NFTs?

no.7

Who are the people interested in buying NFTs?

no.8

What are the benefits of NFTs?

USING YOUR NOTES, TELL YOUR NEW PARTNER ABOUT THE
TEXT

